
Future of 
Creativity
Adobe’s Future of Creativity study aims to understand how 
creativity is changing around the world by speaking directly 
with those at the forefront of online creativity: creators in 
the creator economy. 

We surveyed more than 9,000 creators across nine markets 
to examine how creators are reshaping our culture and 
society, from the future of work to mental health.
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Creators
Participate in creative activities (photography, creative writing , 
NFT creation, etc.) or create original social content, that they 
post, share or promote online at least monthly, with the goals 
of growing their social presence.

Influencers
Content creators who have over 5,000 followers on their main 
social channel and currently earn money through posting 
social media content. 

Business Owners
Content creators who own a business (including being a 
contractor / freelancer) that sells or makes money from 
creative content shared online.

Social Cause Creators
Content creators who create original online content to support 
or advance causes or issues that are important to them.
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Creators who make content most 
frequently (daily) and spend 

say using/creating social content is 
a top necessity for mental health 

say creating/sharing content is an outlet 
they can’t find elsewhere

agree that online creative and original social media 
content can have a positive impact on advancing social causes

Report that they feel 
more positive

Anticpiate creating more in the 
next two years because they feel  
like they are making a difference

Intend to post  
more frequently

rank “using social or 
creating social content” 
as a top necessity for 
mental health, above
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and Going Outside in Nature (27%)
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advance or support  
causes important to them 95%
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Say it makes it easier to voice 
opinions on social movements 

Say it gives a voice those who 
wouldn’t otherwise have one 

Say it creates/
increases awareness 60%
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